Electrochemical techniques such as electrodeposition are crucial for fabrication of nanostructured materials. The details of cluster nucleation and growth at early stages of electrodeposition are extremely important for morphology and properties of the deposits. The growth mechanism is usually determined by analyzing global electrochemical data in conjunction with ex-situ images. Though this approach gives us a clear picture as a whole, it fails to reveal the evolution of islands morphology at nanoscale and its effects on reaction rate. Lately, in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in liquids has been used successfully to study the surface and interface processes and also to interpret the electrochemical data [1][2][3]. Surprisingly, there has been less research performed using liquid scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [4]. In this report, we describe novel chip and cell designs enabling us to study electrochemical processes in real time and as a function of temperature using SEM in liquids.
The cell is shown in figure 1. The cell is based on a microfabricated Si chip equipped with 50 nm thick SiNx membrane, 150 nm thick Pt electrodes as working electrodes (WE) and heaters [5] [6] . 30 nm layer of Al2O3 covers the top of electrodes and heaters and serves as an electrochemical protection layer. In conventional electrochemical experiments, a three-electrode geometry is usually preferred. This is because even if the counter electrode (CE) is designed to be larger than the working electrode, the current passing the cell will polarize the counter electrode. If a third electrode is used as a pseudo reference electrode (RE), the current drawn from it should be extremely small (e.g., a few fA) to avoid similar polarization issues. In addition, monitoring the voltage of the counter electrode proves to be useful even in three-electrode experiments to avoid large voltage sweeps that could damage the counter electrode or cause bubble formation in the electrolyte. Both the counter electrode (Pt) and the reference electrode (Ag) were wire bonded to the ceramic chip carrier. The ceramic microchip carrier pressed against a rubber gasket sits tightly on the top of a fluidic cell made of polyetheretherketone. For Ag electroplating, 100 mol/m3 solution of AgNO3 in water was introduced through syringe and the cell was sealed. Figure 2 shows the typical SEM images obtained during in-situ Ag electrodeposition on Pt electrode. The images detail the morphological evolution of silver dendrites that were prepared at 100 mol/m3 silver nitrate aqueous solution. The growth of the dendritic nanostructure was carefully monitored in real time by a current measurement. As the applied deposition potential of -0.5V, the initial silver nucleation experienced a morphological evolution and converted to some widespread dendrites. In the first few seconds, Ag start nucleating at several areas of Pt electrode. As the reaction proceeded individual dendrite length of about 5 µm to10 µm start branching out from the electrode.
In conclusion, the proposed environmental cell is well suited for in-situ electrochemistry. The setup can be widely extended to investigate morphological transformations in biological systems and electrochemical phenomena like corrosion. 
